
Classification: Managent only

Spektro: Router type large capacity wireless access for remote places.

*The internal antenna looks that same as with a standard Wi-Fi router. I use an 
external antenna because of bad reception of the area.





Design:

The same or simpler functionality as of the above box, but using more efficient longitudinal 
transmission. 

Why do we need to design the box first ?

• Developing a small thumb drive costs money
• Our primary aim at the moment, is to prove that our technology incentive works 

and it proves itself for investors. Once we have a solid and stable base product, 
we can capitalize on it and start approaching investors and interested customers.

• It is easier and cheaper to design and manufacture something which is big. 
In contrast, customers are also likely to pay more for something which has a 
larger capacity, more solid and stable operation. 

• Also, such stable wireless access devices could be used at many places from 
mobile phone operators, ISPs, highways, security, providing stable and 
secure access to remote places like a house in remote city or village, a small 
home business, warehouse, golf court outside the city and so on….

• Over 80% of the income of the US industry is coming from small businesses 
as an example, hence, I think that we have good chances of targeting a large 
customer base which is of key importance to our equipment being in need by 
private and public entities. 



Technical parameters of the Spektro box prototype 02:

Input: mini jack mono audio signal with 10Khz sample quality
Device: Simple AM/FM radio transceiver based on given circuit design and using a 
caduceus antenna. *The existing circuit design which emits only a 200Khz BF tone is not 
sufficient for rigorous testing, I will make it be modified to 28Mhz-105Mhz audio mono 
10Khz AM/FM radio signal. 

 Such quality should be sufficient to prove our technology incentive to investors due 
to 

o Range, should reach a minimum of 10kms (Test will be done on the range and 
penetration capabilities, most important),

o Versatility (Emitted signal can be received on conventional AM/FM radio, 
28Mhz-105Mhz)

o Quality (audio mono analog 10Khz AM/FM signal)

of the prototype.

Output: 28Mhz-105Mhz audio mono 10Khz AM/FM radio signal

The radio wave should have a better quality then most radios used today, and this is why 
our technology should be better then other wireless technologies.

Steps to design the prototype:

1. Requirements
2. Putting together circuit on grid to see how it works, how to parametrize circuit
3. Circuit design
4. PCB design
5. Manufacturing of prototype
6. Documentation
7. Test

1. Requirements

Input power: Standard 240V DC plug with 12V DC down converter.
 The Circuit needs to be powered by a 12V DC adapter.

Input power socket: Standard 12V DC adapter power socket.

Input signal: Mono audio signal with 10Khz sample quality (Same as mobile phone)



Our Spektro prototype 02 device will be an analog device, so it makes no sense to have bit 
specifications but in version 03, we might be able to introduce a Digital/Analog (DAC) 
converter which can create a digital signal from an audio signal and back and forth just like 
a standard 16bit stereo sound card (chip) does in a mobile phone.

Input signal socket: Mini jack socket.



Device: 

Circuit diagram modifications are needed to be able to meet the above requirements. In 
other words, I should be adding

• Mini jack socket
• Pre-amplifier?
• AM/FM radio modem
• Caduceus antenna

*I will check modification as per the above. Please check and revise it too, thank you.

Once the circuit design is done, we can move onto PCB design. Thanks!

Output: 28Mhz-105Mhz analog audio mono 10Khz AM/FM radio signal 

I will be moving on to step 4 once the circuit design is done.
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